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Reionization : 3 < z < 15 - Small galaxies : ‘Absorption’ - The whole universe

Higher z   -> GRBs + radio sources  



Quasar (GRB) Absorption Lines ->  Diffuse IGM and dense ISM

Ly-αLy-β C IV

Metals

H2 + HD CO



DLA z>1.6

Strong MgII z<1.6

The ISM of (all) high-z galaxies

DLAs-> dwarf galaxies ?



Damped Ly-α Systems

Metals :

-> Metallicities

-> Dust content

-> Kinematics

Molecules H2 + CI, CI* : 

-> Density/Temperature

-> UV flux (excitation)

Star- Formation ?

Winds ?

HI :



Evolution of the cosmological HI density
- Search the SDSS quasar spectra for DLAs : Fully automatic procedure



Evolution of the cosmological HI density

-About 900 DLAs

- Comparison with previous searches (Prochaska et al.)

Quite similar results

*Difference:

Semi-auto detection and Fits by hand vs 
fully automatic procedure

DR7 vs DR5



NHI distribution function

Highest column density known
logNHI =  10**22 cm-2

Similar shape at z=0 and z=2.5



Neutral gas cosmological density

Most important contributors around 21

The Big Bias

Cut 10000 km/s

SNR>4

DLAs at the edge (z ~2) are lost



OmegaHI z evolution

?

?



Molecules: Why H2 ?

• First molecule to be formed
• Important coolant in the metal free gas -> low-mass halos

• H2 is ubiquitous in star-forming giant clouds and in the
diffuse interstellar medium in our Galaxy

• H2 is formed on the surface of dust-grains :What is the
role of dust ?

• Excitation of H2 in different rotational levels: Signature of
the UV ambient flux + Physical properties of the gas

• Other molecules ? CO, HD
• By-products: variation of µ=me/mp

Two things:  * Unbiased survey to learn about the H2-bearing DLA population

* Derive selection criteria -> detailed observations



UVES survey

• 80 DLAs – sub.DLAs
• Spectral resolution R=43000; SNR>20 per pixel
• H2 detected in 14 systems (15-20%) 

• Non detection : 
f = 2xN(H2)/(2xN(H2)+N(HI)) < 10-5 - 10-7

• Detection threshold ~1014 cm-2 :  3h exposure 
time per spectrum for no detection
-> 8h in case of detection.
=> More than 350 hours observations Highest redshift

J1443+2724  z = 4.224
Petitjean et al. (2000), A&A, 364, L26 
Ledoux et al. (2003), MNRAS, 346, 209 
Noterdaeme et al. (2008), A&A, 481, 327



-Presence of H2 is independent of N(HI)

- Molecular fraction, f, smaller than in the Galactic disk

- > Magellanic clouds or  halo diffuse clouds

HI Column density



Presence of dust

- Correlation Depletion ([Zn/Fe]) vs Metallicity ([Zn/H])

- Presence of H2 related to the dust column density



[X/H] : metallicity - W1 : Absorption WidthLedoux et al., 2006, A&A, 457, 71

Presence of H2 for High metallicities

AND high velocity width

H2 = Metal Rich =  Massive Galaxies ?



No redshift evolution

Survey -> Selection -> detailed studies



Heating processes

2 T components ?

No shift 

⇒New Heating
Process

Doppler parameter increases with J 



Other Molecules-> Selection: Dust, Metallicity, CI

20.119.8 Log N(HI)

Two sub-DLAs ; z=2.42 ; [S/H]=-0.07; [Fe/S]=-1.33 



CO and HD

Log(f) = -0.3 (highest in DLAs) ; CO/H2 = 3x10-6

HD/2H2 = 1.9x10-5

Srianand et al. (2008)  A&A, 482, L39  - Noterdaeme et al. (2008) A&A, 491, 397



« Times of India » …



Covering factor

10-25% correction

HD
HD/2H2=3.5x10-5

No astration

HD/2H2=D/H

-> Evidence for

Infall ? 



Conclusion

-> Go for a larger sample : Selection criteria (deeper)  X-shooter

-> Go deeper in the selection of quasars:

* down into the luminosity function

* detect obscured quasars

* big survey: BOSS – Big-Boss

-> GRBs



What about the Lyman-α
Forest ?



Started sept 2009



BOSS at IAP and APC

QSO target selection (from photometry) with neurone networks:

New method -> 10-15 QSO/sq deg over 8000 deg : Different methods are complementary



Redshift determination -> automatic procedures

Continuum determination (especially Lya forest)



Mock surveys

-> Test the real conditions 

in N-body simulations

BOSS: 160 000 quasars at z>2.2 



Prochaska et al., 2009, ApJ, 691, L27 

H2  and CO in GRB080607   z=3.036

Log NHI = 22.7  Estimate of NH2 : 21.2 CO: 16.5; A(1100A) = 8 mag

Tco>100 K; 10<TH2<300K

N highly uncertain

Res : R=2800

Pb here: trade-off between resolution
(UVES) and extinction (X-shooter)

Complementarity



H2  in GRBs

Ledoux et al., 2009, A&A, 506, 661

GRBs observed with UVES do not show H2 when they are expected to 
given metallicities and dust content => Bias ?

GRBs: Unique to correlate emission and absorption

-> SVOM



Conclusion

See you in 2014 for BOSS and the launch of SVOM…

Big-Boss : 4m telescope g=23 instead of 22

Better resolution than SDSS

Larger volume and 50-70 QSOs /sq degree


